The CCA-adding enzyme, which builds and repairs the 3′ ′ terminal CCA sequence of tRNA, is the only RNA polymerase that can synthesize a defined nucleotide sequence without using a nucleic acid template. New cocrystal structures tell us how this remarkable enzyme works.
The 3′ ′ terminal sequence of all mature tRNAs in all organisms is CCA. In those eubacteria where all tRNA genes encode CCA, the CCA-adding enzyme repairs mature tRNAs whose 3′ ′ ends have succumbed to nuclease attack; in other organisms, where most or all tRNA genes do not encode CCA, the enzyme builds or repairs the CCA sequence by adding one nucleotide at a time. Thus this 45 kDa enzyme, described by the late crystallographer Paul Sigler as "the smartest enzyme I know, kilodalton for kilodalton", must recognize the proper register along the CCA sequence (N, NC, NCC, or NCCA where N is the unpaired 'discriminator' base extending from the tRNA acceptor stem); it must switch from CTP to ATP addition when the 3′ ′ end is NCC; and it must know when the CCA sequence is complete.
Cocrystal structures have now been reported for CCA-adding enzymes in complexes with substrates [1, 2] . To fully appreciate these new cocrystal structures, consider five models for CCA addition (Figure 1 ) that have been entertained since the pioneering work of Deutscher [3] and Sprinzl and Cramer [4] . All models had to come to grips with four big questions. First, does the enzyme truly lack a nucleic acid template? Second, does the enzyme have three active sites, one for each step of nucleotide addition; two active sites, one for C and one for A addition; or one active site that is reused as in a conventional RNA or DNA polymerase with a nucleic acid template? Third, does the tRNA acceptor stem translocate and/or rotate on the surface of the enzyme like the substrate of a conventional RNA or DNA polymerase? And fourth, how does the enzyme switch from C to A addition, and how does it stop after CCA addition is complete?
Only some of these questions could be settled by enzymology: expression of pure recombinant enzyme excluded an internal nucleic acid template like telomerase RNA [5] ; mutational analysis proved there was a single active site [6] ; complementation studies ruled out quasi-equivalent subunits that add C and A [7] ; and most surprising of all, crosslinking and ethylation interference experiments established that tRNA does not translocate or rotate during addition of 3′ ′ terminal C 75 A 76 (C 74 addition was not examined) [8] .
Xiong (Figure 2A ) is required to accommodate the larger purine, perhaps explaining why discrimination against CTP at this step is not absolute (also see Figure 1D ) [11] .
Curiously, CCA-adding enzymes can be subdivided into class I (archaeal) and class II (eubacterial and eukaryotic) on the basis of their distinct nucleotidyltransferase motifs [ 
